Cell cycles, essential for biological function, have been investigated extensively. However, enabling a global understanding and defining a physical quantification of the stability and function of the cell cycle remains challenging. Based upon a mammalian cell cycle gene network, we uncovered the underlying Mexican hat landscape of the cell cycle. We found the emergence of three local basins of attraction and two major potential barriers along the cell cycle trajectory. The three local basins of attraction characterize the G1, S/G2, and M phases. The barriers characterize the G1 and S/G2 checkpoints, respectively, of the cell cycle, thus providing an explanation of the checkpoint mechanism for the cell cycle from the physical perspective. We found that the progression of a cell cycle is determined by two driving forces: curl flux for acceleration and potential barriers for deceleration along the cycle path. Therefore, the cell cycle can be promoted (suppressed), either by enhancing (suppressing) the flux (representing the energy input) or by lowering (increasing) the barrier along the cell cycle path. We found that both the entropy production rate and energy per cell cycle increase as the growth factor increases. This reflects that cell growth and division are driven by energy or nutrition supply. More energy input increases flux and decreases barrier along the cell cycle path, leading to faster oscillations. We also identified certain key genes and regulations for stability and progression of the cell cycle. Some of these findings were evidenced from experiments whereas others lead to predictions and potential anticancer strategies.
Cell cycles, essential for biological function, have been investigated extensively. However, enabling a global understanding and defining a physical quantification of the stability and function of the cell cycle remains challenging. Based upon a mammalian cell cycle gene network, we uncovered the underlying Mexican hat landscape of the cell cycle. We found the emergence of three local basins of attraction and two major potential barriers along the cell cycle trajectory. The three local basins of attraction characterize the G1, S/G2, and M phases. The barriers characterize the G1 and S/G2 checkpoints, respectively, of the cell cycle, thus providing an explanation of the checkpoint mechanism for the cell cycle from the physical perspective. We found that the progression of a cell cycle is determined by two driving forces: curl flux for acceleration and potential barriers for deceleration along the cycle path. Therefore, the cell cycle can be promoted (suppressed), either by enhancing (suppressing) the flux (representing the energy input) or by lowering (increasing) the barrier along the cell cycle path. We found that both the entropy production rate and energy per cell cycle increase as the growth factor increases. This reflects that cell growth and division are driven by energy or nutrition supply. More energy input increases flux and decreases barrier along the cell cycle path, leading to faster oscillations. We also identified certain key genes and regulations for stability and progression of the cell cycle. Some of these findings were evidenced from experiments whereas others lead to predictions and potential anticancer strategies.
cell cycle phases | cell cycle checkpoints | landscape | flux T he cell cycle is a series of events that take place in a cell leading to its replication and division. Studying the cell cycle process is essential for understanding cell growth, proliferation, development, and death (1) (2) (3) (4) . Cell cycle comprises several distinct phases: G1 phase (resting), S phase (synthesis), G2 phase (interphase), and M phase (mitosis). Activation of each phase is dependent on the proper progression and completion of the previous one, which can be monitored by cell cycle checkpoints. It is now believed that all proliferation, differentiation, and cell death processes are controlled by the underlying gene regulatory networks (5), which often involve many complex feedback loops (6) . The complexity of the large regulatory networks for the cell cycle makes it difficult to understand the global natures and connections between the underlying network and the cell cycle process. Furthermore, in the cell, the intrinsic fluctuations from the finite number of molecules and extrinsic fluctuations from dynamical and inhomogeneous environments (7, 8) coexist. Therefore, stochastic approaches are often required to explore the nature of the underlying network of chemical reaction soups (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) . The challenge is how to understand the global picture and physical principles for the stability and function of the cell cycle from the underlying gene regulatory network. For example, how do the seemingly many possible gene expression patterns lead to limited specific functions?
Here, we suggest a new global view of the mammalian cell cycle in terms of probability landscape and flux to address the challenge. The probabilistic landscape approach may provide a possible answer, as the significance of each state can thereby be distinguished according to its associated weight. Functional states may correspond to higher probability of occurrence and occupy lower potential valleys (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) . The state space of gene regulatory networks includes states with different gene expression patterns in the cell, which further determine different cellular functions. Using the landscape concept (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) , cell types can be represented by the basins of attraction on the landscape reflecting the probability of appearance. By quantifying the topography of the potential landscape in terms of barrier heights between basins, we can explore the global stability and function of the cell cycle. Furthermore, the dynamics of the nonequilibrium system is determined by both landscape gradient and curl flux (16) .
We found that the landscape of the cell cycle network depicts a Mexican hat shape, which guarantees the stability of the cell cycle process. Both the landscape and the curl flux determine the dynamics of oscillation (16) . Landscape attracts the cell to the oscillation ring, and the curl probability flux drives the coherent oscillations along the ring path. We found the emergence of several local basins of attraction on the potential landscape and saddle points along the limit cycle trajectory. Here the three local basins of attraction on the potential landscape characterize the different phases (G1, S/G2, M) of cell cycle progression. The saddle points (or barriers) between different local basins of attraction on the landscape characterize the checkpoints (G1 checkpoint and S/G2 DNA replication checkpoint) in different stages of the cell cycle, thus providing an explanation for the checkpoint mechanism of cell cycle from the physical perspective. Landscape topography based on the barrier heights separating different basins of attraction provides a quantitative measure of the global stability of the complex network system. We quantify three barriers in the landscape picture. One of them characterizes the global stability of the whole system. The other
Significance
Understanding the mechanisms of the cell cycle remains challenging. The cell cycle is regulated by the underlying gene regulatory networks. We uncovered the underlying Mexican hat landscape of a mammalian cell cycle network. Three local basins of attraction along the cell cycle loop emerge, corresponding to three distinct cell cycle states: the G1, S/G2, and M phases. Two barriers along the loop characterize G1 and S/G2 checkpoints, respectively, of the cell cycle, which provide a physical explanation for cell cycle checkpoint mechanisms. The cell cycle is determined by two driving forces: curl flux and potential barriers. We uncovered the key gene regulations determining the progression of cell cycle, which can be used to guide the design of new anticancer tactics. two reflect the major barriers that the cell needs to overcome along the cycle path to complete the cell cycle. They also characterize the different cell cycle checkpoints. Therefore, the cell cycle can be facilitated in two ways. The first is by enhancing the curl flux as the driving force, and the other is by lowering the potential barriers along the cell cycle path. We found that both the entropy production rate and energy per cell cycle increase as the growth factor increases. This reflects that cell growth and division are driven by energy or nutrition supply. More (less) energy input increases (decreases) flux and decreases (increases) barriers along the cell cycle path, leading to faster (slower) oscillations. Using global sensitivity analysis for the key genes and wirings on landscape topography in terms of barrier heights, we identified certain key elements or wirings that control the stability and the progression of cell cycle. Some of our results were evidenced through experiments, and in some cases lead to predictions and potential anticancer strategies.
Results and Discussion
Great efforts have been devoted to investigating cell cycle regulatory wirings (1-3, 17, 21-23) . A mammalian cell cycle network wiring has been constructed ( Fig. 1 ) (21) (22) (23) . It includes the main regulations in the mammalian cell cycle. The network involves four major complexes formed by cyclins and cyclin-dependent kinases (cyclin/CDks), centered on cyclin D/Cdk4-6, cyclin E/Cdk2, cyclin A/Cdk2, and cyclin B/Cdk1, which together determine the cell cycle dynamics. The mutual repression regulations between the tumor suppressor retinoblastoma protein (pRB) and the trascription factor E2F control the cell cycle progression.
At the beginning of the cell cycle, the growth factor (GF) promotes the synthesis of cyclin D and further cyclin D/Cdk4-6 (Module 1). The active forms of cyclin D/Cdk4-6 and cyclin E/Cdk2 (Module 2) ensure the progression in G1 and elicit the G1/S transition by inhibiting pRB. The deactivation of pRB ensures the activation of E2F, which leads to cell cycle progression by promoting the synthesis of G1 cyclins (Module 2). During S and G2 (Module 3), cyclin A/Cdk2 inhibits the Cdh1 that promotes the degradation of cyclin B. The negative feedback loops exerted, via Cdc20 activation, by cyclin B/Cdk1 on itself and cyclin A/Cdk2 (Module 4), and the negative feedback loop exerted by cyclin A/Cdk2 on E2F (Module 3), allow the reset of the cell cycle and the start of a new round of oscillations. Inhibitory phosphorylation by Wee1 and activating dephosphorylation by the Cdc25 regulate the activity of Cdk1 and Cdk2.
Based on mass action or Michaelian kinetics, the dynamics of the model is described by a set of nonlinear ordinary differential equations (44 ODE; see SI Appendix, ODE for 44 Variable Mammalian Cell Cycle Model for detailed equations and SI Appendix, Table S2 , for parameter values).
Landscape and Flux of the Mammalian Cell Cycle System. For nonequilibrium dynamical systems such as cell cycle networks, the main driving force for the dynamics is determined by both the landscape and the flux. The landscape reflects directly the steady state probability distribution, giving the weight of each state, and therefore can be used to quantify the global stability and behavior. On the other hand, the flux has the curl nature, which breaks the detailed balance and time reversal symmetry (see details in SI Appendix, Landscape and Flux Decomposition). Fig. 2A shows the typical textbook illustration of four phases of cell cycle with three checkpoints: G1, S, G2, and M phase. Based on a mammalian cell cycle network (21-23), we uncovered the underlying landscape and flux. Applying the self-consistent mean field approximation (15, 17, 19) , we quantified the steady state probability distribution P ss and the potential landscape U (U = −lnP ss ) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (24) (25) (26) . By projecting a 44-dimensional landscape (in terms of the 44 gene expression variables with each variable representing the expression level of each gene in the gene network) to a two-dimensional state space, we quantified the landscape of the mammalian cell cycle system in terms of two key proteins CycE (cyclin E/Cdk2) and CycA (cyclin A/Cdk2) as shown in Fig. 2 B and C (our new landscape view for cell cycle). The landscape has a Mexican hat shape (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 , shows the corresponding landscape using a different coordinate pair CycE and CycB). The blue colored region along the ring represents lower potential or higher probability, which also corresponds to the oscillation trajectory. Inside or outside of the Mexican hat ring (red colored region), the potential is higher and the probability for the system to reach these regions is lower. The Mexican hat shape guarantees the stability and robustness of cell cycle oscillation dynamics. Fig. 2C shows the curl probability flux on the landscape background. White arrows represent the probabilistic flux, and red arrows represent the negative gradient of potential landscape. We found that the landscape and the curl flux are the driving forces of the cell cycle. The force from the negative gradient of potential attracts the cell cycle into the oscillation ring, and the flux drives the cell cycle oscillations along the ring path.
In Fig. 2B , we labeled the three phases of cell cycle progression along the cell cycle trajectory (magenta trajectory: three basins along the limit cycle trajectory), which separately correspond to biological G1, S/G2, and M phases, and two checkpoints (G1 checkpoint and S/G2 checkpoint). In the cell cycle model we used, the S phase and G2 phase are merged together to become an S/G2 attractor state. Therefore, the four phases become three basins on the landscape and three checkpoints become two (G2 checkpoint and M checkpoint are merged together). We noticed that the cell cycle path is not smooth. Starting the cycle from the G0/G1 basin, the cell needs to overcome two major barriers (two saddle points on landscape) along the cycle path, respectively located between the G1 and S/G2 basins as well as between the S/G2 and M basins, to complete the cell cycle. Here, the landscape from the M basin to the G1 basin is rather flat, i.e., the barrier from M to G1 is not very significant. Therefore, we only consider the two major barriers (the barrier between the G1 and S/G2 basins as well as the barrier between the S/G2 and M basins) along the cell cycle path. This new landscape picture reflects the cell cycle dynamics globally and quantitatively. It provides pictorial yet physical and quantitative explanations for the checkpoint mechanisms of cell cycle. Biologically, cell cycle checkpoints are understood to be the control that ensures the fidelity of cell divisions. It determines whether or not the cell cycle process at its current phase is accurately completed and able to progress into the next phase. In our landscape picture, there are two forces along the cell cycle path determining the progression of the cell cycle. One is the probabilistic flux, which promotes the coherent oscillation (cell cycle forward). The other is the negative potential gradient along the path, which always drives the system to the direction with lower potential.
When the cell begins the cycle from the G0 state, it will encounter the first barrier (Barrier G1/S ) characterizing the G1 checkpoint. At this stage, the flux provides the driving force pointing to the forward direction of the cell cycle, whereas the negative gradient of potential points to the opposite direction. At the G1 checkpoint, the combined effects of flux and potential gradient determine the outcome of cell cycle progression. If the driving force from the flux is larger than the backward force from the potential gradient, the cell will go over the G1 checkpoint (Barrier G1/S or saddle point G1/S) and the cell cycle will continue. If the force from the flux is smaller than the backward force from the potential gradient, i.e., if the driving force of the cell cycle is not large enough (biologically, this means that the nutrition supply is not large enough, or the DNA is damaged), the cell will go back to the G0 basin. The cell cycle will then stop at the G0 state until the driving force is large enough (e.g., the GF initiated from the nutrition supply is large enough, or the DNA damage is repaired), which will drive the cell to pass over the G1 checkpoint. In the same way, the second barrier (Barrier G2/M ) along the cell cycle path characterizes the S/G2 checkpoint (DNA replication checkpoint), whose function is to make sure that DNA replication is completed before moving to the next phase M. This can be realized with a sufficiently large flux over the landscape gradient at the S/G2 checkpoint.
To investigate the influence of GF on the potential landscape, we also show the change of landscape (Fig. 3) when GF is gradually increased (from 0.05 to 1). At small GF, the system exhibits a monostable landscape (a stable steady state corresponding to cell quiescence or G1 state). As the GF grows, the system evolves from a monostable basin at G1 to a stage where local basins of S/G2 and M gradually form (Fig. 3 A−D) . As the GF increases further, the central island starts to develop (Fig. 3 E and F) and the system evolves to a robust oscillation stage (corresponding to cell proliferation and division) where the Mexican hat landscape emerges with three local basins.
The Effects of the Growth Factor and Other Parameters on Cell Cycle
Function. To quantify the landscape topography, we define three barrier heights for the cell cycle. Barrier G1/S is defined as the barrier from the G0/G1 basin to the saddle point G1/S (G1 checkpoint). Barrier G2/M is defined as the barrier from the S/G2 basin to the saddle point G2/M [the DNA replication checkpoint (27) ] along the cell cycle path. Barrier Center is defined as the potential difference between the global potential minimum and the local maximum inside the cycle ring (the central top of the Mexican hat). Barrier Center can be used to quantify the global stability of the cell cycle (16) . Higher Barrier Center leads to more robust cell cycle oscillation. Additionally, to quantify the curl probabilistic flux, we define Flux IntLoop as the flux integration along the loop trajectory of the cell cycle oscillation divided by the loop length in gene expression state (28, 29) .
GF, characterizing the initiation signal, induces the expression of cyclins and controls the strength of cell cycle progression. Here, we change the GF to explore the effects of GF on the landscape. . We use this normalization (as well as for the other three curves in Fig. 4A ) to display the four curves together and facilitate comparisons. We can see that the Barrier Center , characterizing the global stability of oscillation system, increases as the GF increases. The GF promotes the cell cycle along the oscillating ring from two perspectives. First is by increasing the flux, since the Flux IntLoop increases as GF increases (Fig. 4A) . Second is by lowering the barrier along the cell cycle oscillation path on the landscape, as we can see that Barrier G2/M decreases as GF increases. We notice that the Barrier G1/S increases as GF increases. However, Barrier G2/M is much larger than Barrier G1/S . Barrier G2/M is, therefore, the most critical barrier (or rate limiting step) for the system to go over along the oscillation trajectory. The increase of the Barrier G2/M thus determines the global cycle behavior, and the cell cycle is promoted. Comprehensively, the landscape picture tells us that the GF controls cell cycle behavior by influencing both flux and Barrier G2/M (landscape topography) along the cycle. This implies that the landscape and flux are both vital to the oscillation dynamics of the cell cycle.
The flux results in Fig. 4A are based on the two-dimensional projection of the 44-dimensional system. We also performed the flux integrations along the loop when the entire 44 dimensions are considered (SI Appendix, Fig. S2A ). We can see from SI Appendix, Fig. S2A , that for the 44-dimensional case, the trend of the curve for the flux integration along the loop (Flux IntLoop ) versus GF is similar to the two-dimensional case (Fig. 4A) , being that the flux increases with the increase in GF. This consistency indicates that the flux also works in high-dimensional space and it is reasonable to use the two-dimensional flux projection.
We also investigated the effects of other parameters (regulation strengths or synthesis rates) on the cell cycle. Here, we use the period as a measure for cell cycle progression strength, because the period reflects how fast the cell cycle oscillates and its growth speed. By investigating the correlations among ΔPeriod (period change induced by parameter changes), ΔFlux IntLoop , ΔBarrier Center , ΔBarrier G1/S , and ΔBarrier G2/M (SI Appendix, Fig.  S4 ), we found that the period has a good anticorrelation with flux (Fig. 4B, correlation coefficient equals −0.839) and a positive correlation with Barrier G2/M (Fig. 4C , correlation coefficient equals 0.879). The flux often takes the form of GF signaling or nutrition supply to the cell, and so characterizes the energy input. Larger flux means more energy input or larger cell cycle driving force and therefore leads to less time to finish cell cycle oscillation (the period is smaller). On the other hand, Barrier G2/M characterizes the major barrier along the oscillation loop that the cell needs to overcome to complete the cell cycle. Therefore, the larger the Barrier G2/M , the more time the cell cycle needs to complete and the larger the period. This also implies that the cell cycle can be promoted in two ways: by enhancing the flux (representing the energy input) or by lowering the barrier (Barrier G2/M as the key barrier) along the cell cycle path.
We also explored coherence as the quality of the cell cycle progression (definition given in SI Appendix, Definition of Phase Coherence). We observed that when the barriers increase (both central barrier and Barrier G 2/M), the coherence increases (Fig. 4D  and SI Appendix, Fig. S5D ). This demonstrates that a stable cell cycle oscillation has better quality of progression. We find that the coherence has a certain anticorrelation with the flux (Inset in Fig. 4D , the correlation coefficient is −0.55). This implies the existence of competition (balance) between stability and speed of a cell cycle (i.e., a faster cycle may disturb the sequential order of the oscillation and lead to lower quality of oscillation, with less coherence or a less stable system). This indicates that a cell needs appropriate cycle speed (to be functional), balanced with appropriate stability (to be stable).
To explore the origin of the flux, we calculated the changes of the entropy production rate (EPR) (Fig. 5A ) and the energy per cycle (Fig. 5B ) with respect to the GF (see SI Appendix for detailed methods of calculating the EPR). The energy per cycle is quantified by the EPR times the period of oscillation. We see that both the EPR and the energy per cell cycle monotonically increase with the increase of the GF. This reflects that cell Fig. 3 . Landscape changes when GF is gradually increased (from 0.05 to 1). At small GF, the system has a stable steady state (monostable landscape), whereas when the GF (representing nutrition supply) is increased, the system evolves to oscillation solutions and the Mexican hat landscape emerges. The diffusion coefficient D is 0.05. growth and division are driven by energy or nutrition supply. From the definition of EPR (see SI Appendix), we can see clearly that the entropy production and energy per cycle are directly related to the flux. Zero flux corresponds to zero entropy production and zero energy per cycle. We can see that the origin of the flux is the chemical energy from the nutrition supply. Fig. 5 C−F individually shows the changes in energy per cell cycle with respect to the Flux, Barrier Center , Barrier G2/M , and Period. We can see that the energy per cycle increases as the Flux or the Barrier Center increases, whereas it decreases as the Barrier G2/M or the Period increases. The larger flux costs more energy (see definition of entropy production in SI Appendix). The larger Barrier Center means more stable system with higher coherence, and it consumes more energy to maintain the stability of the system. Barrier G2/M stands for the major barrier or obstacle along the cell cycle loop. Therefore, larger Barrier G2/M will make the system easier to trap, and cost less energy. Furthermore, a faster oscillation (smaller period) costs more energy, and therefore leads to a larger energy per cycle.
Global Sensitivity Analysis of Key Genes and Regulations. The cell cycle is a process involving many genes and regulations among genes. Therefore, we did a global sensitivity analysis on the function through the oscillation period, and the landscape topography through checkpoints and central island barriers as well as the curl flux (flux integrated over the cell cycle path), to find those key genes or regulatory wirings for the cell cycle (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 ). By selecting the top influential parameters (regulation strengths or synthesis rates) in terms of the genes and regulations of the network (those influencing the checkpoints and central island barriers, the flux, and the period most in SI Appendix, Fig. S3 ), we identified certain key factors or hot spots for the cell cycle progression. SI Appendix, Table S1 , provides a summary of major results from our global sensitivity analysis. Some of these have been confirmed by experiments as indicated. For example, pRB serves as a key gene in controlling the G1 checkpoint, as its activation represses the cell cycle and also represses the cancer (30) (31) (32) . The results from our global sensitivity analysis (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 ) are consistent with the above findings, where activation of pRB leads to the increase of the period, the decrease of the flux, and the increase of the Barrier G2/M as well as the elongation of the cell cycle (parameter 3 represents the synthesis rate of pRB). We also provide predictions (SI Appendix, Table S1 ), which can be further tested by experiments. We marked the key sensitivity analysis results (key genes and regulations) in the wiring diagram for the cell cycle network (Fig. 1) in red. In summary, the driving force for cell cycle dynamics is determined by the landscape topography and the curl flux (from chemical energy pump and, in this case, the nutrition supply). The perturbations in underlying genes (nodes) and regulations (wirings) causing the significant changes in landscape barriers and curl flux (flux integral along the loop) (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 ) will disturb the function (oscillation period). Therefore, through quantifying the dependence of the two driving forces, we can identify the key genes and wirings for the global stability and function.
Conclusions
Beyond our previous works on the landscapes for limit cycle systems (16, 17, 24, 28, 33) , our current work exhibits the following novel results: (i) We uncovered the underlying Mexican hat landscape of a mammalian cell cycle gene regulatory network. (ii) More importantly, for the first time, we identified and quantified different cell cycle phases as landscape basins on the cell cycle ring; we identified and quantified the checkpoints of the cell cycle as the potential barriers along the cycle ring. This provides an intuitive yet quantitative explanation for the checkpoint mechanism of the cell cycle-a persistent focal problem in cell biology-from the physical perspective. (iii) We identified and quantified the global driving forces for the cell cycle progression-landscape barriers and cycle flux. Especially, we identified and quantified the nutrition supply as the origin of the flux. For the cell cycle progression, the curl flux is responsible for driving the oscillation on the cycle ring, while the potential barriers act to block the oscillation along the cycle path where the different phases and checkpoints of the cell cycle emerge. These illustrate the importance and quantification of barriers and the curl flux along the cell cycle.
In the current work, we focus on the effects of external noises (environment changes) on the system, and the additive noise is applied. We have investigated the landscapes of some biological systems under external noises (16) (17) (18) (19) 34) and under intrinsic noises (multiplicative noise is used) (24, 33) , previously. In mammalian cells, the number of protein molecules is often abundant; therefore it is expected that the source of fluctuations is mainly from the extrinsic noises, rather than from the intrinsic noises.
Compared with the previous works on cell cycle modeling (1-4, 21-23), which mostly focused on the deterministic dynamics, our results from the landscape view provide new insights and explanations for cell cycle mechanisms. Different from Tyson's model (1-3) , the stochastic model we used does not have periodic time-dependent mass as a driving force variable. For this case, the cell cycle is driven by the nutrition supply (not time dependent) and depends on the threshold of GF. The threshold controls the switching of the behavior from monostable state, to multiple states coexisting, and finally to oscillations on the landscape (Fig. 3) . Additionally, Tyson and Novak (4) proposed a "gate control"-like model to explain the cell cycle progression and the cell cycle checkpoints. However, there were no quantitative results for checkpoints, and the physical picture is not completely clear in their work. In this work, we identified local basins as the phases and potential barriers as the checkpoints along the cell cycle ring. These findings provide a physical foundation and quantification of different cell cycle phases and checkpoints. They also give an intuitive yet quantitative explanation for the mechanism of cell cycle checkpoints. We quantified the two cell cycle driving forces: the potential barrier for forming basins/checkpoints of the cell cycle and the flux for driving the cell cycle. Therefore, the cell cycle can be promoted (suppressed), either by enhancing (suppressing) the flux (representing the energy input) or by lowering (increasing) the barrier (Barrier G2/M as the decisive barrier) along the cell cycle path. These can be realized by perturbing the genes or regulations based upon the results of our global sensitivity analysis according to the topography of landscape and flux (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 ). The key genes and regulations identified from the global sensitivity analysis regarding, especially, the period (fast for cancer and slow for normal cells) of the cell cycle suggest potential anticancer strategies. Our approach is general and can be applied to other gene regulatory networks or protein networks.
Materials and Methods
The statistical nature of the chemical reactions can be captured by corresponding diffusion equations, which describe the evolution of the networks probabilistically. It is hard to solve a diffusion equation due to its inherent huge dimensions. We therefore apply a self-consistent mean field approximation to reduce the dimensionality (15, 17, 19, 35) . In this way, we can follow the time evolution and steady state probability of the protein concentrations, and finally map out the potential landscape, which is closely associated with steady state probability distribution.
The state dynamics of the cell cycle can be quantitatively described through a probabilistic evolution dictated by the Fokker−Planck diffusion equation: P(X 1 , X 2 , . . ., X n , t) where X 1 , X 2 ,. . ., X n are the concentrations of proteins or populations of molecules. We expected to have an Ndimensional partial differential equation, which is not feasible to solve, because if every variable can have M values, then the dimensionality of the system becomes M N . Following a self-consistent mean field approach (15, 17, 19, 36) , we split the probability into the products of individual ones: PðX 1 ,X 2 , . . . ,X n ,tÞ ∼ ∏ n i PðX i ,tÞ and solve the probability self-consistently. This effectively reduces the dimensionality from M N to M × N and therefore makes the problem computationally tractable (see details in SI Appendix, Self-Consistent Mean Field Approximation).
However, for the multidimensional system, it is still hard to solve the diffusion probability directly. We can start from moment equations and then simply assume specific probability distribution based on physical arguments, i.e., we assume some specific connections between moments (36). In principle, once we know all of the moments, we can construct probability distribution. For example, the Poisson distribution has only one parameter, so we may calculate all other moments from the first moment, i.e., the mean. Here we assume a Gaussian distribution as an approximation (25, 26) ; then we need two moments, mean and variance.
When the diffusion coefficient D is small, the moment equations could be approximated to (25, 26) :
_ σðtÞ = σðtÞA T ðtÞ + AðtÞσðtÞ + 2D Â xðtÞ Ã :
Here, x, σ(t), and A(t) are vectors and tensors, and A T (t) is the transpose of A(t). The matrix elements of A are A ij = ∂Ci ½XðtÞ ∂xj ðtÞ . According to these equations, we can solve x(t) and σ(t). We consider here only diagonal element of σ(t) from mean field splitting approximation. Therefore, the evolution of distribution for one variable can be obtained using the mean and variance by Gaussian approximation:
Pðx,tÞ = 1 ffiffiffiffiffi ffi 2π p σðtÞ exp − Â x − xðtÞ Ã 2 2σðtÞ :
We can extend the current results to the multidimensional system by considering the total probability as the product of the individual probability for each variable from the mean field splitting mentioned at the beginning of this section. Finally, once we have the total probability, we can quantify the potential landscape by: U(x) = −lnP ss (x).
